Case Study
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Increased Demand for Fizz Leads to a New
Robotic Pallet Conveyance Solution

About Us
Established in 1973, Alba Mfg. engineers and designs
heavy-duty pallet handling conveyor systems.
Our systems consist of

. Chain Driven Live Roller (CDLR)
. Zero Pressure Accumulation Conveyor
. Drag Chain Conveyor
. Gravity Roller Conveyor
. Lift and Rotate
. Pallet Stackers and Dispensers
. Turntables
. Chain Transfers
. Transfer Cars
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www.albamfg.com

Solution
Just like the growing popularity
with craft brews, the liquor industry
is seeing an increased affinity for
Flavored Malt Beverages (FMBs).
So, what exactly are these tasty
refreshments? FMBs are alcoholic
beverages which by regulation
must be made of 25 percent malt
and 7.5 pounds of hops per 100
finished product barrels. Through
processing, as much malt, flavor,
and color as possible is removed
(characteristics which are typical of
beer) before different flavorings and
colorings are added.
The target market size of hard
seltzer is estimated to be 172 million
cases in the United States in 2021.
In recent years, hard seltzer gained
tremendous popularity in the United
States. Owing to its range of diverse

rocksolidconveyor@albamfg.com

flavors and due to its low-calorie
content, American consumers have
increasingly opted for hard seltzer as
their choice of alcoholic beverage.
Between 2018 and 2019 alone, onpremises sales of hard seltzer grew
more than five-fold, from a mere
$210 million dollars in 2018 to a
figure exceeding $1 billion dollars a
year later. Hard seltzer brands were
the only flavored malt beverages to
witness triple-digit growth in sales in
the United States in 2020.
Consumers
aren’t
the
only
beneficiaries of the increased
demand. With the rapid rise in
popularity for FMBs, manufacturers
are developing new and faster ways
to process, package and distribute
this delicious elixir. Adaptec
Solutions approached Alba to
provide a pallet conveyance solution
for a food and beverage distributor.
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This solution involved robotic
palletization of cases of these
beverages. The system needed to
separate pallets and palletize four
different beverage flavors. Alba
worked with Adaptec to provide the
pallet conveyor to convey stacks of
empty pallets to be separated into
single pallets and then conveyed
to the palletizing robot. Once
palletized, the conveyor moved full
pallets to be picked up for shipping.
The overall pallet conveyor along
with the Adaptec provided case
conveyor helped to improve overall
production
rates,
eliminated
ergonomic concerns, and increased
profitability for the distributor. The
conveyor system ran at 16 pallets
per hour or one pallet every 3.75
minutes.

